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Lombardini Marine - Lombardini
LDW502M

£ 3,613

Poole, South West
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Now in stock in our UK warehouse!
This is a Brand New, still in its crate, LDW502M marine diesel engine rated at 8.2kW (11hp) at
3600rpm.
Note! This is a leisure rating engine only and is not suitable for commercial applications.
Lombardini Marine engines are designed to be compact and lightweight with a high power to weight
ratio. They are also extremely smooth and quiet aswell as being very fuel efficient.
This is the two cylinder, 505cc naturally aspirated which weighs in at only 82kg complete with its
standard TMC40 gearbox.
Lombardini Marine engines carry a comprehensive standard 2 year warranty for leisure applications,
with the option to increase to 3 years based on certain criteria being met.
The engine is supplied with a TMC 2:1 reduction ratio gearbox and with the following options;
•Adjustable anti vibration mounts.
•Gear driven sea water pump
•12 Volt starter motor and 40Amp alternator
•Water cooled exhaust manifold with integral header tank
•Water cooled exhaust outlet elbow
•Mechanical Unit Injector fuel system with electric fuel shut off
•Morse type cable brackets for throttle control
•Deluxe Digital instrument panel with 10 metre connecting loom
•Oil extraction pump

•Owners manual
Engine is available from stock, but if you need any specific options adding there may be a lead time
to source these for you.
Item is located at our Coventry warehouse should you wish to view and collection can be made from
either Coventry or our Poole office.
Special Introductory Price £3,613.00 excluding VAT.
Shipping can be arranged - price on application.
If you have any questions, please ask
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